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‘We are a proud, progressive sport, that has always looked to balance our traditions with 

the desire to improve and innovate. This is a once in a generation opportunity to take a 

step forward and address the complexity of our current structures to make lives easier 

for the volunteers of the future.’

Liz Pelling

Chair – AGM Resolution Working Group 

Member Elected Vice President of England Hockey

THE 2017 AGM RESOLUTION

‘This resolution proposes that England Hockey review the sport’s current governance structure across the
country so that it provides the best opportunity to develop the sport; increasing participation levels and the
chances of sustained success at a national and international level while safeguarding participants and giving
members the best possible experience in the 21st Century’





FROM THIS… IN 2019



CURRENT REGIONS



TO THIS… FROM 2021



PROPOSED NEW ‘AREAS’



PROPOSED FUNCTIONAL MODEL



RESPONSIBILITIES



Support for;

• Simplified Structures – benefits of fewer bodies with better technology

• Good Governance – clubs ability to influence decision making, better transparency

• Common League Rules

• Fairer and more equal structure

More detailed work required on;

• Umpiring Structures – scale of change and challenges on independent appointments

• Balancing travel v competition standards

• Junior competition – greater detail, in particular the split of responsibilities between Area and Sub Area

• Governance of Area and Sub Area – local v national

• Schools excluded from scope – clear process for aligning schools agenda

• Assets – absorbed or dissolved needs to be managed properly, no increased costs

Change Process;

• Loss of volunteers is a concern

• Improve use of technology

• Clear, well managed Implementation Plan and timescale

• England Hockey’s capacity and capability to lead change

• Detailed geography of league areas required

FEEDBACK ON THE INITIAL PROPOSAL



• Governance relationship with England Hockey

• Timing – some changes to allow more time to transition so Masters, Umpiring and 

detailed arrangements for Sub-Areas have been extended

• Sub-Areas – more clarification on approach and timings

• Adult Competitions – more detail provided on outlining league structures

• Junior Competitions – responsibilities have been defined with clear ‘delegation’ 

relationship between Area and Sub-Area, where the Sub –Areas are appropriate to 

lead on certain competitions

• Financial implications for clubs with Area and Sub-Area draft budgets

• Technology update 

CHANGES & ADDITIONS TO PROPOSAL





FUNCTIONAL AREA –

ADULT LEAGUES & COMPETITIONS

• Eight Areas 

• Breadth & depth of competition more equal

• Simpler structure – one West League

• Common approach to league rules & regulations

• Technology approach to league administration

• Detailed draft Adult league structure –

www.englandhockey.co.uk/astructurefitforthefuture

• Note – there will be 2 sets of promotions & relegations 

before proposed structure season 2021-22

• Indoor Hockey – one qualifier from each Area

• Other Competition eg summer leagues & County Cups 

will continue to meet local demand

• England Hockey Championships – possible review to 

align to 8 Areas

http://www.englandhockey.co.uk/astructurefitforthefuture


LOGICAL …



FUNCTIONAL AREA –

JUNIOR COMPETITIONS

• New junior competition structure aligned to National 

Framework, will come from the Areas

• Some delegation of activity to Sub-Areas

• All junior competitions / leagues will need to be 

within the governance of the Area / Sub-Area

• Consistent

• Junior Competition Framework to include;

- U8, U10 & U12 In2Hockey

- U14 In2Hockey & 11 aside

- U16 & U18 11 aside

• Development / Badgers – part of formal adult league

• Teams enter Competitions in May 2021

• Junior Competitions start September 2021



FUNCTIONAL AREA –

UMPIRING & OFFICIATING

• Aim to ensure that league rules support provision of 

the right umpire to the right game

• Consistent requirements across genders, deliverable 

by clubs

• Player Umpires supported

• Appointed Umpire Structure

• Consistent Umpire Framework for the betterment of 

the game at all levels

• Provide a National Structure, delivered locally

• ‘Area’ Umpiring sub-committee

• Committee to work closely with other volunteers in 

their Area

• Technical Officiating sits within ‘Area’ Umpiring sub-

committee



FUNCTIONAL AREA –

DISCIPLINE

• Area level function

• Eight Area Discipline Administrators

• Pool of Discipline Administrators in Sub-Areas 

determined by workload

• Work shared equally with clear succession plan

• Avoid conflicts of interest

• Technology improved



FUNCTIONAL AREA –

MASTERS

• Increasing the provision of Masters hockey

• More systemic approach to align competitions and 

leagues to new Areas

• Consistency of opportunity

• Area has clear defined function for Masters hockey

• Representative teams

• Club level provision

• Collaboration between Areas for some club level 

activity

• England Hockey Masters Summer Championships

• Regional Championships for the 8 Areas



FUNCTIONAL AREA –

PLAYER PATHWAY

• Reviewing or fundamentally changing the Player 

Pathway is outside the scope

• Implications for governance is included

• PC will be the Area’s responsibility

• DC and AC will be the Sub-Area’s responsibility

• Player Pathway will be reviewed in coming months



• Areas will be new legal entities

• Governance relationship between Area and Sub-Area with England Hockey

• Ensure right balance in decision making between local accountability and a consistent National approach

• Clear lines of communication

• To ensure accountability, the relationships between bodies must be recognised

• Clubs would be an affiliated member to all 3 governance levels

• Areas and Sub-Areas would remain voting members of England Hockey

• Area Committees & Sub-Area Committees would operate under the delegated authority of the England Hockey 

Board 

GOVERNANCE



GOVERNANCE



COMMUNICATION



TIMELINE FOR CHANGE



WHY IS IT A GOOD THING?



All affiliated clubs and member associations will be able to vote in the England Hockey AGM on 

17th March 2020. 

All bodies will be able to vote electronically so it is not necessary to attend the AGM.

Voting forms and processes will be sent to the primary contacts in each organisation in February 

2020.

If you have any questions related to your organisations voting rights, please email

agm.resolution@englandhockey.co.uk

England Hockey strongly recommends all clubs and associations to cast a vote given the 

importance of these proposals to the future of the game.

HOW DOES MY CLUB VOTE?

mailto:agm.resolution@englandhockey.co.uk


Will you discuss 
at committee or 
with the wider 
membership?

Who at 
the club 
will cast 
the vote?

How will it 
effect us?

Any 
issues?

Positives?




